Inauguration opens new era

JANE BAST
staff reporter

President James Bultman will celebrate more than his inauguration on Friday Oct. 21. He will celebrate his return home.

Bultman (’63) begins his third installment at Hope College when he is sworn in as the 11th president, after spending previous years as a student, teacher, coach and administrator.

Bultman left Hope in 1984 to become the president of Northwestern College in Orange City, Iowa, where he served for 14 years, and returned in July 1999 to assume Hope’s presidency. Slightly uncomfortable with all the attention, the inauguration has brought him, Bultman feels humbled and honored when the emphasis is shifted to Hope.

“I want to celebrate Hope,” Bultman said. “This is a time to reflect on who we are and all of its workings and all of its workings and its forests. It’s a time to be thankful for the thing we have been at Hope. It is more than what we are today.”

Bultman was prepared for his return to Hope after serving at Northwestern College. Hope, a school more than twice Northwestern’s size, offers Bultman new challenges.

“Because it is larger, there is more of a challenge to create community,” Bultman said. “The heterogeneity and diversity of the student body makes it necessary to work harder.”

The president also faces challenges as Hope’s chapel program, which came under fire last spring, emerges from the controversy.

“At Northwestern the chapel program was accepted by the entire community,” Bultman said. “Here there’s been polarization of the program. We need to create a chapel program with more widespread ownership in the community,” said Bultman.

Hope’s financial situation offers further challenges for the new president.

JULIE GREEN
campusbeat editor

James Bultman. Hope’s elev- enth president, began his career at Hope as the principal of the Holland Academy. As the need for a collegiate institution in the western part of the U.S. grew, serious plans began to be discussed for an upper-level school in Holland as well.

In 1986, after four years of work in the midst of the Civil War, the Encounters in the Pine Grove

SING A LITTLE SONG: Bob Rutherford (’90) and Mike Brinks (’69) gay belt out some notes at The All College Sing, held on Friday, Oct. 8 in the Kickerbocker Theatre.

Terpstra announces resignation

Director of Public Safety Dan Terpstra recently announced his plans to leave Hope in order to accept a position with Davenport College.

“I was not looking to leave Hope,” he said. “But when I was offered the position by a hiring consultant I decided to pursue it.”

Terpstra’s new position will be the Director of Public Safety for Davenport College’s District Education System Incorporation. He will be responsible for coordinating and overseeing the Public Safety Department for Davenport, Great Lakes, and Detroit Business Colleges across Michigan and Indiana.

While he will work out of the Grand Rapids area office, his jurisdiction will span 23 campuses.

“It will be a challenge to figure out how to coordinate so many campuses,” he said. “But many of my general responsibilities will be the same as they have been at Hope. It will be a new experience and I am excited for the change.”

Terpstra’s current position has not yet been filled, but Director of Operations and Technology Greg Maybury hopes to begin the candidate search as soon as possible. The first step will be to generate a notice of the position and then collect resumes of interested applicants.

“We will make this a regional search of those who have law enforcement experience at colleges,” Maybury said.

A committee will then be formed to review the resumes and select the top candidates. Final candidates will then be interviewed.

Maybury noted that while he hopes to hire a replacement as soon as possible, he has not yet set a definite time frame for the hiring process.

“We want to fill the position quickly, but we want to take our time in order to carefully select a qualified candidate who will be right for the position,” he said.

He noted that there are several qualities that the committee will look for in reviewing potential candidates.

“The person we hire will have to have a true perspective of what public safety really is,” Maybury said. “We will have to consider how the new director will interact with the Public Safety staff and with students as well.”

Terpstra has served as Director of Public Safety for 19 years and noted that he has enjoyed the position.

“It doesn’t hurt to leave because I have so many friends here,” he said.

“At the same time it will be exciting to see what the future holds.”

Maybury is also sad at the loss of Terpstra, but supports his decision.

“Think it’s a great career opportunity for him,” he said. “Not only will he be able to build upon a new campus safety program, he may later have other opportunities to teach in their criminal justice program.”

Encounters in the Pine Grove

Students throw frisbees and footballs, professors sit on blankets and chatted, and together they supported gay, lesbian and bisexuals.

The Pine Grove hosted a gathering on Oct. 11 at 10:15 a.m. in support of National Coming Out Day.

“We’re not here to protest anything, but to show that [gay, lesbians and bisexuals] do the same thing [others] do,” said Sheri Folia (’00), co-leader of Gay Lesbian or Bisexual Equality (GLOBE). “It is to say ‘I support homosexuality’.”

Students, staff and faculty came to the Pine Grove to “experience” homosexuality by doing everyday things.

“If you looked at us, you wouldn’t be able to tell who was gay or who was straight,” Folia said.

This is the first organized activity this group has done since it was formed in the 1970s, said Jane Dickie, professor of psychology and director of women’s issues.

“I think it is important to be here to support people who are marginalized and who are forced to hide in a way,” she said.

The participation was greater than expected, Folia said.

“It was a good turn out. Quite a few faculty members stayed for the whole thing,” she said.

more GLOBE on 7

more HISTORY on 2
Changes made to the general education requirements that went into effect in the fall of 1998 are now being revisited. URIAL Advisory Committee and all the athletes of Hope College will be sponsoring a food drive.

The food will be delivered to the Community Action House in Holland. Bring food to these locations during the week to give to those in need in the Holland area. This also supports the athletics of Hope College.

Requirements, revise core system

K. VAN KIRPMEN ad representative

Of course, students will be encouraged to enroll in additional courses that focus on cultural diversity.

Promoting Jack Nynehuis

The play runs 30 minutes and expresses a common theme.

Oration is judged on the writing and in the last 15 minutes, present the theme. The theme this year is "Outside the Box" and consists of a variety of topics within this theme. Oration is judged on the writing of the speech and the presentation of the speech as well.

HISTORY from l

state of Michigan officially granted Hope's charter. One of Phillips' main challenges during his years at Hope was the establishment of a department of theology.

The largest obstacle that Phelps faced, however, was that of a small enrollment. The class of 1872 consisted only of 27 students. Despite the enrollment of the Academy still far outweighed that of the college.

Bultman is well aware of both the Spirituality and the enrollment problems at Hope.

The whole spiritual life situation has polarized the campus quite a bit. Bultman said that he needs to be addressed so there can be a vibrant Christian dimension. We need to restore the joy at Hope after a few years of work by Phelps and the continuing effort of Scott that women were accepted into Hope.

After Phelps resigned, Charles Scott took over the reigns at Hope. One of the main problems still facing the school was a large financial debt. It was only after much campaigning that enough money

was secured to keep the young school running.

The area of finances is also one that concerns Bultman. With a major capital campaign on the horizon, one of Bultman's major concerns is the securing of funds for these endeavors. The money will be split between renovating Peale Science Center; as well as upgrades for the dance, communications, and languages departments. Most of the rest of the money will be used to complete all the debt at once.

However, one of the greatest changes during the Scott administration was the first female students being admitted to the academy in 1922.

Even the women admitted in 1922 were still required to take the classics courses designated as having cultural diversity as its primary focus.

“Of course, all students were taking a First Year Seminar two-credit course to satisfy this component,” said Andrew Dell'Olio, Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Chairman of the Academic Affairs Board.

The First Year Seminar is required of all freshmen, some students are already fulfilling the cultural diversity requirement, said Student Congress International Coordinator Kelly Mors. The reclassifications of the women to the numbers for each year are already being discussed, the changes will not affect current students, but will begin with the Class of 2003.

“The overall student concern was that core was increasing too much,” Morrison said. However, the actual number of credits required for the general education curriculum has not increased.

“Of course, all students are encouraged to enroll in additional courses that focus on cultural diversity, but it will not be required,” said Professor Jack Nyenhuis.

“Because it wasn't clear, some students were taking a First Year Seminar two-credit course to satisfy this component,” said Andrew Dell'Olio, Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Chairman of the Academic Affairs Board.

According to the fact that not many courses meet the cultural diversity requirement. In order to offer more variety to upper-coming students, faculty are being encouraged to develop courses that primarily focus on cultural diversity, according to Dell'Olio.

There are plans to increase the number of sections of IDS 200 Encounters with Cultures. Nyehuis has more CREDITS on 7

BELT IT OUT LOUD: Even year song rehearses their song for the big day, Saturday, Nov. 6. The competition will be held at 8 p.m. at the Holland Civic Center.

Nykerk practice begins

GRACE GEORGE staff reporter

The battle between '03 and '02 continues with the annual Nykerk Cup Competition. Instead of being fought in pits with a rope, it is fought with a song, a play, and an oration.

Nykerk will be held during Parents’ Weekend at 8 p.m. on Nov. 6 at the Holland Civic Center. Admission is free, and the public is invited.

The turnout this year has been larger than usual, especially for the freshmen.

“I think the large turn out has been because of the publicity Nykerk has gotten this year,” said Jill Spalding (’01), assistant odd-year song coach.

The play runs 30 minutes and expresses a common theme.

Oration is much more limited than either play or song. One freshman and one sophomore orator are chosen and they each give a five- to eight-minute speech according to the theme.

The theme this year is "Outside the Box" and consists of a variety of topics within this theme. Oration is judged on the writing of the speech and the presentation of the speech as well.

Men participate in Nykerk as Moraleys. They come to practice and in the last 15 minutes present a skit and entertain the girls. Due to the ratios of men to women, one guy is assigned to approximately six participants. They are to make signs and encourage participants.

However, the participants don’t know who their Moraleys are until the end in a program called “Candlelight.” During this, all the members of the odd and even year teams gather in the chapel where the coaches entertain them, and then everyone light a candle and spends time singing with their fellow Nykerk participants. This event is to increase a sense of camaraderie among the freshmen and sophomore classes.

Last year the even year took home the cup. The feeling of victory remains strong in the even year team.

"Of course it was fun to win the cup, but even if we won the cup, it was still a great experience to be apart of the Nykerk tradition," said Kersten Carter (’02)."
Weekend set for Inauguration Activities

INAUGURATION from 1
I want Hope to be the single best Christian liberal arts college in the country —President J. Bultman

"Hope has challenges to raise more money," said Bultman. "Hope can’t take on more debt." Bultman, who increased Northwester’s endowment from $8.5 million to $22 million, as well as balanced the school’s budget each year, is confident his committee can raise money for Hope.

"The opportunities for fundraising are greater here. That’s an exciting part of my job," said Bultman.

Bultman will address these challenges, as well as reflect on Hope’s enduring values in his inaugural address, “Hope for Hope.”

"I am passionate about people. People are our greatest resource," said Bultman. "I want Hope to be a joyful place, a place of conviction and commitment. That’s a profound mission. I want Hope to be the single best Christian liberal arts college in the nation."

Although Bultman has already dedicated over two decades to the college, Hope wasn’t his first choice back in high school. "I had intended to go to Ferris State and enter the pharmacy school," Bultman said. "Then two teachers at Hope, Brett High, told me to go to Hope. It was some of the best advice I’ve received."

Hope’s enduring values remain true of my life today. I like to do different things," Bultman said. "I made me understand what it meant to be accountable as a student.

Bultman’s interest in chemistry and education grew, leading to his first career as a chemistry teacher.

"I loved chemistry. I liked the orderliness of it, the variety of approaches," Bultman said. "That is true of my life today. I like to do different things."

A devoted teacher, Bultman realized he had a higher calling.

"I knew I had certain leadership qualities and I liked leadership responsibilities and positions, but I never thought in college I would one day be president," Bultman said. "I loved Hope and have always had aspirations to return.

Philipp Philips, Jr. first president 1880-1878
Charles Scott second president 1878-1893
G.J. Kollen third president 1893-1911
Amo Venema fourth president 1911-1918
Edward D. Dimnent fifth president 1918-1931
Wyand Wickers sixth president 1911-1945
Irwin J. Lubbers seventh president 1945-1963
Alvan Ander senior president 1963-1970
John J. Jacobson tenth president 1987-1999

Homecoming Parade, "There’s No Place Like Hope," 1 p.m.
Pre-Game show featuring the Battle Creek Central High School marching band, 1:30 p.m.
Football against Adrian College, 2 p.m.
Holland Municipal Stadium.

Hafmin activities include introduction of the Homecoming Court, and crowning of the queen and king.

SAC sponsors Wizard of Oz, film, 9 a.m., 3 p.m., and midnight, Graves Hall.

Theatre Production: Electra, 8 p.m., DePree Center.

SAC sponsors Wizard of Oz, 3 p.m., Graves Hall.

Faculty Recital Series, 4 p.m., Wichers Auditorium.

We have to start conversation and invite the entire community to have conversation on what it means to be a teaching and learning community beyond the inauguration," Gonzales said.

An Inaugural Luncheon, open to all students, will be held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Phelps Dining Room.

Students not on meal plan can pick up free tickets from the Student Union Desk.

The Inaugural Luncheon will be held 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Phelps Dining Room.

"It’s important for the students to be involved because the Inauguration of the president doesn’t happen every year and every student doesn’t have the opportunity to participate in an event like this," said Kathy Schmidt, (’00), Motor Board President and member of the Inaugural Steering Committee.

The Inaugural Steering Committee will begin its work on Friday, Oct. 15, in Dimnent Chapel.

"Inauguration Activities will be under the leadership of James Pascoe, president," Gonzales said.

"It should be fun," Gonzales said. "I hope when I look out into the community and when it does, it ushered in a new beginning for the entire college community.”

The Inauguration will take place in conjunction with the annual Homecoming Weekend activities. All classes will be canceled on Friday, Oct. 22.

it’s a retrospective look at Hope since it’s establishment and on the other hand it’s a critical look at what this college will be under the leadership of James Bultman,” Gonzales said.

Official Inaugural events will begin at 10 a.m. on Friday, Oct. 22, at 8:30 a.m. with a chapel worship service with Dr. Tom Brown and the Gospel Choir.

In 1878-1893

"One of the most influential classes I took at Hope was Eugene Jeffries’ freshmen chemistry class," Bultman said. "He was a person who was rigorous and challenging.

"I had intended to go to Ferris State and enter the pharmacy school," Bultman said. "I went home and wanted to quit," Gonzales said. "I loved Hope and have always had aspirations to return."
Creating normalcy

The perception that homosexuals hide in the shadows was shattered by the events that took place in the Pine Grove on Monday. The amount of bravery that these individuals displayed in supporting homosexual rights should be respected, especially on a campus that went through its fair share of turmoil and controversy last spring. It's obvious that the organizing group of this event wanted some attention. The strategic planning, be it intentional or not, of the activities around the regular things, throwing footballs, chatting amongst themselves, that was significant. Participants in the event did "normal" things, they wouldn't have seen homosexuals. They would have seen humans.

Individuals who marched past the activities without it was probably easier going back to their residence hall. They wouldn't have seen homosexuals. They would have seen humans.

The perception that homosexuals hide in the shadows is a touchy topic, and for these people, it was a point that more than one student felt. The notion that if these people had the opportunity to be normal, to be normal, to be normal, to be normal, to be normal, to be normal, to be normal.

What these individuals also missed was the opportunity to see the term "homosexuality" is a negative label that is fostered by people's lack of attention or interest. Individuals who marched past the activities without taking note, serve to endorse the perception that being homosexual is not normal. And that's unfortunate because if these people had taken two seconds to observe the activities in the Pine Grove they wouldn't have seen homosexuals. They would have seen humans.

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR...

The real classroom

I've come to the conclusion that all my professors hate me. All the professors I have, all the professors I've ever had, must have given up on me at some point. But it's not like I feel bad, it's just a simple decision that I made many moons ago. I have taken several classes at Hope College that I loved. Every day I looked forward to attending, participating, and getting that liberal arts education everyone always raves about. I've also been in classes where the only thing I got on my notebook was drool. But about three years ago to this day, I made the decision that I would have to give up something in the name of education. Oddly enough, that thing was classes.

One of the biggest lessons I've gleaned is that the majority of learning does not happen in the classroom. In fact, that's a point that more than one student felt. Which one of my classes. That's just the reality of what I want to learn and apply to my real world life. TheAnchor staff will be enioying its Fall Break and cursing mid terms. It's not like I strive to do bad in my classes, I take the tests, the worksheets. But when it comes to making a choice, between producing a newspaper and slicing a frog, the Anchor is going to win every time. That's just the way it is.

But I can say that, without any lingering doubt, I have learned more from hanging out in the Anchor office than I have in any of my classes. That's just the reality of what I want to learn and apply to my real world life. It's not like I strive to do bad in my classes, I take the tests, the worksheets. But when it comes to making a choice, between producing a newspaper and slicing a frog, the Anchor is going to win every time. That's just the way it is.

Meeting the Press
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Student protest potential banning of blindfolds

To the Editor:

I am writing this letter in an effort to save the integrity of the college governance system. After working so hard on my four years at Hope College to strengthen the system I love so dearly, recent events at the Campus Life Board trouble me greatly. This letter is a sort of brief on why changes to New Member Education need to stop being made, especially with regard to blindfolds being used.

At the Dec. 10, 1998 meet of the Campus Life Board, a policy was adopted granting a moratorium on changes to New Member Education "unless a serious problem or a pattern of violations occur." (Minutes Dec. 10, 1998). In addition, before making any decisions regarding New Member Education, "the Campus Life Board will receive the recommendation of IPC and Pan Hel and take the appropriate action." (Minutes Dec. 10, 1998).

Last year's New Member Education period came and went. At the April 6, 1999 meeting of the Campus Life Board, Dean Richard Frost reported that "no judicial matters have arisen." (Minutes April 6, 1999). Hence, according to the proposal adopted on Dec. 10, no changes should be on the table for consideration now.

The problems began at the May 4, 1999 meeting of the Campus Life Board. It was brought to the board's attention that a student fell during a blindfolding activity, and the suggestion was made to ban blindfolds during New Member Education. The Campus Life Board will receive the recommendation of IPC and Pan Hel and take the appropriate action.

To the Editor:

I would argue that the student falling was an accident, and accidents happen. I don't tell you how many times I've fallen down the steps coming down the side of Phelps in the winter, and no one ever noticed.

Matt Fretz ('99)

The Anchor will not be published on Wednesday, Oct. 20. Instead the Anchor staff will be enjoying its Fall Break and cursing mid terms.

Instead be ready to read the Oct. 27 issue like the mad, little newshounds that you are.

The Anchor's policy is that responses to a letter should be limited to 150 words. The opinion section is reserved for responses to letters that are longer. The opinion section is exclusive to the anchor. Letters should be signed but may be edited for length, clarity and content.

The Anchor does not guarantee the accuracy or legality of any legal or medical advice offered in letters. The Anchor is not responsible for the opinions expressed in the letters.

The Anchor will publish letters that are personal and the author has the right to post taste. Letter writers have the right to post taste. Letters will be selected for publication in one of two ways: first, come, first serve, or as a representative sample when too many letters come in to fit on an issue.

The Editor-in-Chief has discretion regarding the publishing of unsigned letters. No letter will be published without the writer's identity being known to the Editor-in-Chief, who will discuss the letter with the writer before publication.
Musical group blends vocals with spiritual soul

DAWN DODGE
staff reporter

The New England Spiritual Ensemble will be the next performers in the Great Performance Series on Wednesday, Oct. 20.

The group will perform spiritual songs, some of which are on their first compact disc titled "Comin' Up Shouting."

"This is a form of music not heard often in the area, and it is a unique opportunity to hear it performed by such a talented group," said Derek Emerson, Arts Coordinator. "It also shows a different way of singing about God then what we often hear today."

The group consists of eight people, including co-founder Beverly Mosby who is an international performer and who has won several opera competitions. The Ensemble describes their music as a commitment to "preserving the art of Negro spirituals."

They will perform a variety of songs from the 19th and 20th centuries. "This music differs from traditional gospel music in focusing on a more inward spirituality," Emerson said.

The Boston-based group, founded in 1994 by Beverly Mosby and Vincent Stinger, is nationally known, having appeared on "CBS Sunday Morning" and National Public Radio's, "Performance Today."

The group was also the subject of a public television special. The Boston Globe has described the music as "daringly expressive" and "beautifully." "Comin' Up Shouting," was arranged by John Andrew Ross.

The eight professional musicians, (two sopranos, two altos, one tenor, two basses and a pianist), have all been conservatory trained.

The group was originally modeled around the Fisk Jubilee Singers of the late 19th century who performed their spirituals in Europe.

"The performers have an excellent reputation," Emerson said. "I believe audience members will hear gifted singing which reflects the spirituality of those singing and those who wrote the songs."

The concert will take place at 8 p.m. in Dimnent Chapel. Cost is $6.50 for students, $12.50 for adult admission, and $10.50 for senior citizens.

Visiting writers provide a study in contrasts

JANE BAST
staff reporter

The next installment of the Vising Writers Series will blend one writer's love of science, with another writer's vivid imagery and wit when novels and naturalist Andrea Barrett will share the stage with poet Tony Hoagland for the Thursday, Oct. 21. The reading will begin at 7 p.m. in the Knoekerberger theater.

"It's better than prime-time," said associate professor of English Heather Sellers.

Sellers, who coordinates the VWS, feels students could benefit from being read to.

"Being read to is one of the great lost pleasures," she said. "Most people stop getting this so when they are five or six. It's surprising how relaxing and entertaining these readings are.

"Sellers and others who have been working on VWS are especially excited by Barrett and Hoagland's participation.

"Both of these guests are warm, funny, and easy to talk to," Sellers said. "Barrett, perhaps the more well known of the two, has written five novels, one of which, "Ship Fever," received the National Book Award for Fiction.

Student Assistant to the Director of WVS, Lori Jean Irvine ('00), is fascinated by Barrett's extensive knowledge of nature.

"Barrett's work has deep roots in science," Irvine said. "She will have a lot to teach."

Teaching, aside from writing, is an occupation both Barrett and Hoagland share. Barrett is a professor with the MFA program of Warren Wilson College, while Hoagland teaches at New Mexico State University.

Hoagland, who is best known for his award-winning book of poetry "Donkey Gospel," will be the second reader for the presentation.

Hoagland combines wit and sarcasm to create what the Hungry Mind Review calls, "unashamedly spicy writing."

Craig Tomnola ('00), the student interviewer for the night, appreciates the universal nature of Hoagland's poetry.

"It's vividly imagistic," he said. "There's stuff involved that everyone can relate to. Tony nails down a lot of human experiences that are hard to get your hands on."

Barrett and Hoagland's readings will be preceded by the Hope College Jazz Chamber Ensemble which will play at 6:30 p.m. The authors will also be present at a question and answer panel earlier in the day at 4 p.m. in room 250 of the 100 E. 8th Street Building.

No admission will be charged.

American values

Fact: The United States government spends 64 cents per capita to support the NEA (National Endowment for the Arts), a level 84 times below that of other nations.

This figure represents a mere 0.05% of the government's annual budget.

I'm not saying that national defense, health care, or other venues do not deserve our money or attention. Without a doubt one can argue that one must prioritize spending, and perhaps the arts are not seen as a life-or-death situation. Many consider arts a frill, or an extra bonus that can be afforded only with "leftover" funds.

But what does this say about the place for arts in our society? What does it say about our culture values?

Each year, the United States produces dozens upon dozens of records, magazines, television programs, and other good that fuel pop culture. We attend endless sporting events, spend hundreds of millions on video games and we retain our valuable free time for PlayStation and Nintendo games. We check out our hard earned money to purchase the latest compact disc or the newest line of clothing.

While these so called "American pastimes" may be enjoyable, where do they leave the arts? What about the sector of our society that often goes unnoticed and frequently must struggle to the keep less-than-adequate funds?

Surely we've all heard the phrase "starving artist" and indeed our nation is a place where art often seems to be reserved for a small sector. Yet art abounds in small towns and large cities, whether it be high school drama teams or Broadway theater.

While our daily newspapers become cluttered with sports scores and our airwaves flooded with latest pop bands, the arts are pushed aside and artists indirectly receive the message that their passions are not valid.

This is not to say that such forms of entertainment are waste of time or money. I am not suggesting we lobby to rid our culture of football or Super Nintendos. I am, however, encouraging everyone to look closely at what our society values and what this says about us as intellectual beings.

I believe that there are many people today who do not support or promote the arts because they feel they do not need them. Their lives are easy enough with balanced careers, school, and family that they must choose to spend their free time wisely. And for many, the arts are often the last option that comes to mind when considering how to add enjoyment to their daily routines.

But becoming involved in the arts does not have to be expensive or overly time consuming. One does not have to give up his/her hobbies in order to add culture to their lives. On Hope's campus alone, there are countless opportunities to experience art. Many of these are free and require little time, like strolling through the exhibits at the DeVos Art Gallery or strolling up the latest edition of Opus.

I encourage you to not only seek out the vast array of arts both in and around our campus, but also to lend them your support. Surely then we can all learn that art can be a vital part of our lives and society.
Talent showcased at All College Sing

M. LOFQUIST
staff reporter

Dave Phelps ('00) began "A Lullaby for a Sick Child" last fall. In November, his brother was paralyzed in an auto accident and spent five months in the hospital. One evening, his brother asked him to sing him to sleep and Phelps spontaneously wrote the rest of the song.

The All College Sing gave Phelps a chance to get some reaction to music he wrote for his upcoming album, which he hopes to release in February or March.

The night of the AJ College Sing, Saturday Oct. 9, Phelps dedicated "A Lullaby for a Sick Child," which he wrote and composed based on a car accident in which his brother was injured.

While he played guitar, he had other students accompany him on guitar, drums, piano, and cello.

Phelps, an English literature major, gives a lot of the credit for bringing the song together to his accompanists. All five musicians practiced together only on Saturday afternoon. "If the performance went well, it's because of the guys that played with me. I was lucky enough to get guys who play well. They deserve all the credit. It's an honor to work with them," Phelps said.

Phelps, whose family is Irish, wrote "Tara's Song" last year after a bombing in Belfast.

Many people believe that only music majors can play instruments or sing well enough to perform in front of a large number of people.

Nine groups of Hope students proved that is not necessarily the case, as they demonstrated a wide range of musical talents at the AJ College Sing.

The organizers of the event, SAC, also thought the AJ College Sing, which did not take place last year, was a great success.

"I thought it went very well," said Kristyn Sundeseth ('01), co-director of SAC. "I thought it was awesome," said Melissa Hwa ('01).

Many performers chose music of other composers, but three performers sang music they composed themselves. Jennie Alexander ('01) and Jeannetle Johnson ('01) performed "Who Are You?," which did not take place last year.

"I thought it was awesome," said Melissa Hwa ('01).

Music was everywhere in the performance, and the audience enjoyed it. "I wanted to do something pleasing to the audience but something I liked to sing," said Kristen Wilson ('01) of her song "Happily Ever After," which was a hit at the competition.

Phelps finished in second place in the sing. Patricia Rhiew ('00) narrowly topped Phelps' band to take first place. Rebecca De Vries ('00) took third, and Meredith Arwady ('00) finished fourth.

The organizers of the event, SAC, also thought the AJ College Sing, which did not take place last year, was a great success.

"I think it went really well," said James Pierce ('03). "It was a great success."

Two performers chose music from a play or movie. De Vries sang "Happily Ever After" from "Once upon a Mattress," and Rhiew sang "There Can Be Miracles" from "Tara's Song," which did not take place last year.

Many performers chose music of other composers, but three performers sang music they composed themselves. Jennie Alexander ('01) and Jeannetle Johnson ('01) performed "Who Are You?," which did not take place last year.

"I thought it was awesome," said Melissa Hwa ('01).

Music was everywhere in the performance, and the audience enjoyed it. "I wanted to do something pleasing to the audience but something I liked to sing," said Kristen Wilson ('01) of her song "Happily Ever After," which was a hit at the competition.

Phelps finished in second place in the sing. Patricia Rhiew ('00) narrowly topped Phelps' band to take first place. Rebecca De Vries ('00) took third, and Meredith Arwady ('00) finished fourth.
strictly classified.

Browse iupui.com for spring break "2000". All destinations offered Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parties, student orgs & convictions or Rep registration call In-parties, hotels & prices. For reser-

"2000". All destinations offered. Browse icpl.com for spring break group discounts for 6+. 800-838-

*** ACT NOW! Get the best tion at 1-888-427-7672 ext. 533.

Did you paint this summer? Would you rather be a manager than a college Pro Painting for more informa-

Diary is the best. Be a succulent, plus she reads the classifieds!

aunt. I'm so excited for Thaddeus R. Brown: Congratulations op the

10:00 a.m. and returns to Hope about

Now a facade is officially "flagged" in the Phelps Scholar Program to be officially "flagged" by Mike when there is no room. Nifty classifieds cannot be written

Folts didn't go to the event, but he didn't have a prob-

Looking for a place to worship?

Then come to BreakAway!

BreakAway is a nontraditional worship celebration featuring a praise band, drama, practical teaching from the Bible. It's held every Sunday at 10:30 a.m. We don't think you'll come just once!

A van departs from outside Phelps at 10:10 a.m. and returns to Hope about noon.

Harvest Festival

Two weeks of fun: Oct. 18 - Oct. 30

• Pumpkin Guessing contest
• Pumpkin Painting contest - Oct. 26
• Grandma's Pie eating contest - Oct. 26
• Scary Movie Week:
  Mon. Oct. 25 - Urban Legends, 9:00
  Tues. Oct. 26 - Hocus Pocus, 8:00 & Legend of Sleepy Hollow, 9:30
  Wed. Oct. 27 - Deep Rising 9:00
  Thurs. Oct. 28 - Scream I, 8:00 and Scream II, (after Scream I)
• Munchie Basket Special - Oct. 18-29
  Poppers, Cheese Sticks, Curly Fries, Onion Rings with 20 oz. drink... $4.25

GLOBE from 1

One faculty member, Professor Boyd Wilson of the religion department, stayed at the event until he left to teach his class.

"I wanted to show my support to my students who are in GLOBE," he said. "I wanted to make a physical and visible statement of iden-

ty with reality.

National Coming Out Day began in 1988 to raise awareness about equal rights for gays.

"The issue shouldn't be ignored anymore because of the simple fact that people will blatantly pass you by and ignore you," Folts said.

Christine Trihn ('00), president of Women's Issues Organization (WIO), which also supported the event, also noticed this as people walked by the Pine Grove.

"People will deliberately go out of their way not to engage," Trihn said.

So far, Folts hadn't heard any negative feedback.

Nate Hansen ('91) didn't go to the event, but he didn't have a prob-

"I think it's fine," he said. "It's cool they can do it without worry-

ing about what people think. Hopefully, it will provide support for them.

This is the support that Dickie is also looking for.

"I've spoken to alumni lately who are doing such important things and are contributing to society and who were members of the earlier group," she said. "They were able to be strong and do the things they are doing because they found support at Hope.

LEARN. IMPROVE. GROW.
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Health Clinic

Influenza. It's coming!

How do you tell if it's the flu or a cold?

Influenza

Cold

High fever

Little or no fever

All over body aches

No body aches

Sore throat

Mild or no sore throat

Deep, painful cough

Mild or no cough

Little or no runny nose

Runny nose

Headache

Congestion

Headache

Influenza. It's preventable!

Don't risk it.

Most students with the flu miss 3-5 days of class.

And the cough can last 2-3 weeks after the initial illness.

If you have asthma, diabetes, or any chronic illness a flu shot is a must!

Flu shots available at the Health Clinic.

Cost $8.00. Please call for an appointment #7585.
Men's golf wins MIAA championship

The Hope College men's golf team are the 1999 Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association champions. This is the team's first championship since 1989 and first under coach Bob Eells.

The Flying Dutchmen ended with a 32 stroke lead over defending champion Olivet. Olivet had won the championship in eight of the previous nine years.

Hope golfer Eric Wohlfeld (02) captured the league most valuable player honors for a second consecutive year. He averaged 74.

The big winner, however, was the Hope College men's golf team with a 32 stroke lead over defending champion Olivet. Olivet had won the championship in eight of the previous nine years.

Wohlfeld said, "I think we came together as a team this year. A lot more so than last year," Wohlfeld said. He also mentioned that the impact of the championship won't really be seen until the spring season when NCAA tournaments begin again.

"This will be measured heavily in the spring when we go to nationals," Wohlfeld said.

The team will resume competitive play in April of 2000.

The trip to Ohio proved worth it for the Hope College Football team as they returned from Defiance with a 40-7 victory. The win puts the Flying Dutchmen 1-0 in the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, and 1-3 overall.

Quarterback JD. Graves (01) earned the title of MIAA Offensive Player of the Week as he went 11 for 22 with 163 passing yards. Graves also scored five touchdowns, three passing and two rushing, in the rout. On the receiving

ICING: Hockey player Mike All (01) skates past defenders, Saturday, during the hockey club's first annual Orange and Blue game. Blue won, 7-4.

Ending the season with a 6-4 record, the Hope College men's hockey team concluded the season with a 6-4 record.

Whether near the net or in the back row, Heather Velting (01) leads the Hope College Volleyball team with confidence and ability.

"She's the most well-rounded player. She's very focused in the back row and the front row," said head coach Maureen Oland-Dunn.

The focused team captain almost didn't come to Hope, however.

"Initially, I wasn't going to Calvin and I wasn't going to Hope," said Velting.

She did, however, have a change of heart and it occurred at a surprising place. University of Hardigan.

The Division I school seemed large and didn't appeal to Velting, who then transferred.

"I wasn't comfortable there, it was a little too far, I wanted to be closer," Velting said.

Now she enjoys Hope and takes pride in being a member of the volleyball team, something she hopes to impart to the incoming freshman.

"Just keep the tradition going. Since I've been at Hope I've seen the program getting better and better," Velting said. "Winning conference and getting bids to the NCAA tournaments should be a goal every year."

Oland-Dunn feels Velting is helping the team reach those goals.

International students

make mark at Hope

sports

The wide world of sports

International students make mark at Hope on athletic fields

Most athletes at Hope have learned and perfected their sport in the United States. But a few international students have honed their skills in more exotic locations.

This season, two international students are contributing to their teams. Ivanic Tom (01)'s, from Vancouver, British Columbia, a right winger for the Hope Hockey team, and Kimiko Sugimoto (03), of Tokyo, a forward for the women's soccer team.

Although it seems like Canada isn't very far away, Tam considers himself to be an international student. His home in British Columbia is a six-hour plane trip away.

He lives farther from Hope than Mexico.

Tam ended up at Hope because his father came here in 1969. He was an international student as well, from Indonesia.

"I think we came together as a team this year. A lot more so than last year," Wohlfeld said. He also mentioned that the impact of the championship won't really be seen until the spring season when NCAA tournaments begin again.

"This will be measured heavily in the spring when we go to nationals," Wohlfeld said.

"Hockey at Hope is still growing. In Canada, everyone has played for years and years," Tam said. "Your Grandfather played in the same league as you. Some players are just born on skates."

This creates a difference in the playing styles between the two countries. Canadians incorporate a lot of finesse. Here they have more of a power forward style." Tam said.

Because of this, Tam feels that he has been given some liberty on the ice.

"Coach [Jeff] Chapel has given me a lot of freedom, because he understands where I'm from," he said. Sometimes it is hard for Tam to play when his parents are not able to see any of his games.

"It's more important than many people think to have your parents and family and friends come to your games."

Tamura, "As the daughter of missionaries, Sugimoto has lived and played soccer all over the world. She has lived in France, England, the Congo, and most recently Kenya.

Although her facility currently lives in Bridgman, Michigan, she considers herself an international student. She attended high school and played soccer in Kenya.

She doesn't see much of a difference between soccer in the United States and Kenya. The sport was just starting to catch on where she lived in Kenya.

The Kenyans tend to be faster," Sugimoto said. "But because they were just starting they didn't play any better."

Sugimoto was attracted to Hope because of its biology program. She is a pre-med student. Also, she received a missionary scholarship that was also offered at Calvin. She didn't want to go to Calvin because, "Both my brothers go there and I don't want to be anywhere near them for college," Sugimoto said.

Sugimoto recently contributed a goal in Hope's 7-0 victory over Alma, on Wednesday Oct. 6.

sports briefs

Men's golf wins MIAA championship

The Hope College men's golf team are the 1999 Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association champions. This is the team's first championship since 1989 and first under coach Bob Eells.

The Flying Dutchmen ended with a 32 stroke lead over defending champion Olivet. Olivet had won the championship in eight of the previous nine years.

Hope golfer Eric Wohlfeld (02) captured the league most valuable player honors for a second consecutive year. He averaged 74.

Football beats Defiance, 40-7

The trip to Ohio proved worth it for the Hope College Football team as they returned from Defiance with a 40-7 victory. The win puts the Flying Dutchmen 1-0 in the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, and 1-3 overall.

Quarterback JD. Graves (01) earned the title of MIAA Offensive Player of the Week as he went 11 for 22 with 163 passing yards. Graves also scored five touchdowns, three passing and two rushing, in the route. On the receiving